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LIVES OF CONIFERS

LIVES OF BIRCHES, IRONWOOD AND MAPLES

By Dr Graham R. Powell

By Dr Graham R. Powell

This volume is a must read for anyone interested in
exploring or teaching about the lives of conifers….”
-James E. Eckenwalder, Quarterly Review of Biology

Did you know that the German May Tree celebrations
are all about Birch Trees? Dr. Graham Powell’s new
work builds on his earlier publication, Lives of Conifers:
A Comparative Account of the Coniferous Trees. As in the
previous book, he provides his readers with a detailed
view of the morphological and physiological features
of the Canadian broadleaved species birch, maple and
ironwood. These species occur naturally in one or
more of the four Atlantic provinces, Québec, and in
the states of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont,
USA. Dr. Powell’s approach offers readers unique
overviews of the complex and dynamic features of tree
growth, reproduction and physical development. His
text is profusely illustrated and researched and amply
supported by full citations for all scholary work quoted.

Originally published in 2009
EAN:
9781554554133
PRICE: $30.00
TRIM: 8.75" x 11"
FORMAT: paperback
PAGES: 276

EAN:
9781554553709
PRICE: $65.00
TRIM: 9" x 11"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 420
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TREES IN CANADA
By John Laird Farrar and Ken Farr
Trees in Canada is celebrating its 100th anniversary
(1917–2017) with a redesigned reprint that has a
modern look. It features a striking new cover and
an easier-to-read, engaging content with a new
font and standardized photographs many of which
bleed. Two new species were added to the book,
bear oak (Quercus ilicifolia (Wangenh.)) and swamp
cottonwood (Populus heterophylla L.), and minor
taxonomic changes were made. The standardized
photographs, a highlight of the redesigned Trees
in Canada, make it easier for users of the book to
identify trees, and contribute to a splendid redesign
of this widely consulted and cited reference.
EAN:
9781554554065
PRICE: $60.00
TRIM: 9" x 11"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 320
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GEORGIAN BAY
A UNIQUE NORTH AMERICAN ECOSYSTEM
Edited by Nick Eyles
Georgian Bay was formerly called Lake Algonquin and
‘la mer douce’ meaning the ‘sweet of freshwater sea’ as
Champlain called it, before being renamed after King
George IV in 1822. Champlain canoed through its maze
of more than 30,000 islands in 1615 marvelling at
this glacially-scoured archipelago that is like no other
in Canada.

This book is a project of the Georgian Bay Land
Trust (GBLT) which celebrates its 50th Anniversary
in 2016. The text and pictures have been contributed
by a wide ranging group of scientists, historians,
artists, writers, photographers, and people who are
passionate about presevation of the unique features
of the Georgian Bay ecosystem.

Georgian Bay contains the largest freshwater island
in the world (Manitoulin), its rocks are as old as 2.5
billion years and the varied topography of its coast
and hinterland have inspired generations of artists,
geologists and naturalists and those escaping from
the urban cityscapes to seek solace among the white
pines that grow out of the rock. Its waterscapes are
as legendary as the summer storms that spring out of
nowhere investing its treacherous coast with wrecks,
stories and tragedies. It is home to a diverse range of
plants, fish and other animals including rare reptiles
and birds, and sensitive wetlands.

9781554553815
EAN:
PRICE: $60.00
TRIM: 9" x 12"
FORMAT: paperback
PAGES: 288
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“Sheisasmuchaproductofwhat
shehasreadasofthewayin
whichshehaslived:sheislike
millionsofothersbuiltbybook”
…PenelopeLively,HowItAllBegan

ThusdoesAnneComptonbeginherbook
ofessays,nineinall,reflectinguponher
experiencesasapoet,teacher,
womanandwriter.
Theymakeformagicalreading.

AFTERWORK: ESSAYS ON LITERATURE AND BEAUTY
By Anne Compton
From the Governor-General’s Award-winning poet, a
brilliant and provocative book of essays, responding to
patterns in current literature and thought. The writing
is intimate, improvisational, enthusiastic. Compton
considers among many topics, how the writer changes in
retirement; the obsession with the house in fiction; the role
of place in poetry; the relationship between poetry and the
visual arts; and contemporary notions of the beautiful.

Contents
1. Having Supper with Charlie Rose, or the first
year of retirement

Anne Compton is the author of four books of poetry,
including Alongside, winner of the Raymond Souster
Award. She received the Governor-General’s Award for
Poetry for Processional, and twice won the Atlantic Poetry
Prize. She was also awarded the Lieutenant-Governor’s
Award for High Achievement in English Language
Literary Arts.

2.

How Does the House Mean?

3.

The Diningroom, a coda to the house

4.

Local Work: The poetics of place

5.

Wherefrom: How poems start up, a conversation

6.

Poems for paintings

7.

Beauty: A novelist, a poet and some science

8.

The Poet and her Library: Anthologies read,
Anthologies Made

9.

The Listener

9781554553945
EAN:
PRICE: $26.95
TRIM: 6" x 9"
FORMAT: paperback original
PAGES: 368
CATALOGUE 2017 SPRING
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PierreTrudeauopposing
Quebecseparatism:

“Wearegoingtosaytothose
whowantustostopbeing
Canadians,wearegoing
tosayaresounding,
anoverwhelmingNo.”

SPEECHES THAT CHANGED CANADA
By Dennis Gruending
Author and former MP Dennis Gruending has chosen
dramatic speeches from 10 of Canada’s finest political
orators, beginning with John A Macdonald’s arguing
Confederation into being in 1865 and ending with Pierre
Trudeau’s ‘No’ to Quebec separatism during the 1980
referendum campaign. The book also contains Louis
Riel’s speech to the jury; Wilfrid Laurier’s warning the
Catholic clergy to stay out of politics; Nellie McClung’s
demand that women receive the vote; Agnes Macphail’s
call for both political reforms and the full equality of
women; Arthur Meighen’s divisive speech on military
conscription; Richard Bennett’s attempt to give Canada
a New Deal during the Depression; Tommy Douglas
introducing medicare; and Lester Pearson’s epic debates
with John Diefenbaker over a new flag for Canada.
Gruending is the author of Great Canadian Speeches, a
best-selling and wide-ranging anthology that contained
68 edited selections. In this new book he focuses on
only 10 speeches, describing in detail the rich historical
context in which each speech was delivered. Gruending
also pays close attention to both the content of each
speech and rhetorical techniques employed by the orators.
6
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Finally, he examines the speech’s immediate and long
term impact upon Canada and Canadians. Macdonald’s
speech established him as the drafter and dealmaker
of Confederation and he was to remain the dominant
presence in Canadian politics for many years. Riel’s failure
to convince a jury to spare his life created fault lines in
Canada which persist to this day. McClung’s withering
satire in a 1914 speech paved the way for women’s getting
the vote; and Trudeau’s speech shortly before the Quebec
referendum in 1980 is widely believed to have ensured
victory for the ‘No’ side in the referendum on separation.
This book will be a welcome companion to anyone
interested in Canadian history, politics, literature and
rhetoric. It will also be a useful source and guide for those
who write speeches or deliver them.
EAN:
9781554551125
PRICE: $34.95
TRIM: 6" x 9"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 288
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COVER PLACMENT ONLY

WEATHER TRIVA CALENDAR 2018

TRACKS TO THE TRENCHES

CELEBRATING CANADA’S 150TH ANNIVERSARY

CANADIAN RAILWAY TROOPS IN THE GREAT WAR (1914 – 1919)

Compiled by David Phillips

By David R. P. Guay

Canadians love the weather. It’s our favourite topic
of conversation. And the Canadian Weather Trivia
Calendar is one of this country’s most popular and
best-selling compilation of facts, dates, and stories
about our climate. Did you know that rain increases
productivity? Or that cold kills more than heat? Or
that the longer a porcupine’s quills are in the fall, the
snowier the winter will be?

How Canadian railway troops built, maintained, and
operated the standard gauge and light railways which
delivered much needed troop supplies to the trenches
during World War I.

David Phillips spent more than 40 years in the weather
business at environment Canada, first as a researcher,
and later as media spokesperson. He retired in 2015,
but continues to add daily facts and tidbits to his
collection of over 35,000 weather tales. A recipient of
the Order of Canada, David lives in Barrie, Ontario.

EAN:
9781927083369
PRICE: $45.00
TRIM: 9.5" x 12"
FORMAT: softcover
PAGES: 227

9781927083505
EAN:
PRICE: $16.95
TRIM: 31" x 31"
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SMILEY
By Joanne George
While working as a veterinary technician, Joanne
George heard about a puppy mill not far from the
clinic and embarked on a rescue mission with her
coworkers. On that special day Joanne met Smiley
for the first time. He had been born without eyes and
with dwarfism and because of his time in the puppy
mill, Smiley was suffering from serious anxiety. While
the other dogs rescued that day were found loving
homes, Smiley was going to need some extra special
care. Nothing happens without practice and patience
and Joanne and Smiley learned both those traits
together. Gradually Smiley was able to walk offleash
and started greeting Joanne at the back door. She gave
Smiley a loving home and he taught her patience,
understanding and acceptance. It became evident that
Smiley would be a wonderful therapy dog.

8
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Joanne George is a dog trainer and former veterinary
technician who lives with her family (and Smiley)
in Stouffville, Ontario. She and Smiley visit nursing
homes, libraries, children’s programs and schools
as part of a therapy dog program with St John’s
Ambulance.
9781554554126
EAN:
PRICE: $18.95
TRIM: 6" x 9"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 176
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WORKING TITLE

THANK YOU LUCKY STAR
By Lora Rozler
llustrated by Jan Dolby
Laura Rozler celebrates the concepts of luck and
thanks as she explores the world with a series of
evocative, one line descriptions of situations wherein
a child (or adult), might be inclined to thank one’s
lucky star…for the ocean’s calming lull a dunk
(pronounced a-dunk) Yiddish … for concerts in the
kitchen mamnumam (pronounced Mam-noon-am)
Persian … for my sidekicks, when I need them cam
on (pronounced gahm-uhn) Vietnamese … for a
mustache just like grandpa’s salamat (pronounced sala-maht) Tagalag … for moving pictures in the sky
ay ay (pronounced hay-hay) Cree. Thank You, Lucky
Star shares 36 of these celebrations, each exquisitely
illustrated by Jan Dolby.

Lora Rozler is an elementary school teacher who fell in
love with writing early on in life. Today, she is building
her career as a successful writer of children’s books and
poems. Her first picture book, Words, has captivated
readers with its universal message about the power of
words. When Lora is not teaching or working on her
next publication, she enjoys spending time with her
family and friends. Lora lives in Toronto, Ontario.
You can visit her at lorarozler.com.
9781554554102
EAN:
PRICE: $18.95
TRIM: 10.25" x 9.25"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 36
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5 ELEPHANTS

5 GIRAFFES

By Rob Laidlaw

By Anne Innis Dagg

★ Winner of the 2016 Skipping Stones Honor
Award in the Nature & Ecology category
★ On the International Literacy Association’s
Teachers’ Choice list for 2015, Starred selection

“Author and scientist Dagg has spent her life studying
giraffes and brings her considerable knowledge to this
comprehensive overview, which not only introduces
giraffe evolution, diet, social behaviors, and anatomy
but contextualizes this information within a framework
of conservation. [...] Heartwarming photos of giraffes
galloping, browsing, and nuzzling their calves simply
add to the book’s overall effectiveness. Concluding
resources and tips for becoming a “giraffe guardian”
will guide readers, who will come away wanting to
join the fight to save these gentle giants.”
— booklist

“It’s a delicate balance, given the author’s obvious passion
for elephants and his zeal to protect them, to present
the information in such a way that it inspires activism
rather than alienates with proselytizing, and for the most
part, he succeeds. Part of this success is due to the book’s
upbeat design, it’s full of color photos and includes
featurettes titled “Good News for Elephants.” A worthy
book that encourages ethical thinking about elephants.”
— kirkus reviews
EAN:
9781554554041
PRICE: $14.95
TRIM: 10.25" x 8.25"
FORMAT: paperbck
PAGES: 88
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EAN:
9781554553563
PRICE: $24.95
TRIM: 10.25" x 8.25"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 64
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THE LITTLE BOY WHO LIVES DOWN THE DRAIN
By Carolyn Huizinga Mills
Illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan
Sally loved taking baths. It wasn’t because the
water was full of bubbles … or because she had the
bathroom all to herself … and it was not because she
always came out squeaky clean … Sally loved taking
baths because it was the only time she could talk to
the Little Boy Who Lived Down the Drain. Sally found
out about him when her mother sang to Sally’s baby
brother about Baa Baa Black Sheep and his three bags
of wool…one of which went to the Little Boy Who
Lived Down the Drain. And thus a friendship was
born. Every bath that Sally took after that was devoted
to discovering more about her new friend. But this
charming picture book is about more than the Little
Boy; it’s about family and siblings, and friends … and
about growing up. Brooke Kerrigan’s lively, and warm
illustrations capture the mood of this quirky family
saga to perfection.

Brooke Kerrigan has been drawing for as long as she
can remember. Her doodling eventually led her to an
Applied Arts degree at Sheridan College in Ontario.
Born and raised in Toronto, Brooke currently works
from her home in Chamonix, France. Her acclaimed
picture books include Kiss Me (I’m a Prince), Dog
Breath and Fisherman Through and Through.
Carolyn Huizinga Mills lives in Ontario. This is her
first picture book.
9781554553952
EAN:
PRICE: $18.95
TRIM: 10.25" x 9.25"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 32
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HOW SAMANTHA SMART BECAME A REVOLUTIONARY

FATIMA AND THE CLEMENTINE THIEVES

By Dawn Green

By Mireille Messier
Illustrated by Gabrielle Grimard

Samantha Smart is the girl-next-door: student, captain of
the soccer team, best friend – revolutionary!?
In a world eerily similar to our own where a close
election leads to a torn nation, an average girl is thrust
into the social-media spotlight, labeled a terrorist, and
given the title: revolutionary. From highschool kid to
rebel chief Samantha Smart leads the good fight against
a government bent on total control in this fast-paced
journey through a ripped social fabric. Her warning ...
if it can happen to her, it can happen to anyone.
Dawn Green is the author of the critically acclaimed
YA novels When Kacey Left and In the Swish, recipient
of the 2016 Bolen Children’s Book Prize. She is a
teacher and basketball coach who lives in Victoria, BC.
EAN:
9780889955493
PRICE: $14.95
TRIM: 5.25" x 7.5"
FORMAT: paperback
PAGES: 320
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One morning, Fatima and her grandfather wake up
to find their clementine orchard savagely ransacked.
Who could be doing this? How can the culprits be
stopped? A little girl faces an ENORMOUS problem.
Luckily, Fatima has powerful friends: the spiders!
Author Mireille Messier is a 2016 Governor General’s
Award nominee who has published over a dozen books
for young people. She lives in Toronto.
Illustrator Gabrielle Grimard is an internationally
renowned prizewinning illustrator of such books as
Not My Girl, When I Was Eight, Today Maybe, and The
Fabulous World of Mr. Fred.
EAN:
9780889955295
PRICE: $18.95
TRIM: 9" x 9"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 32
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2017
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BIG BLUE FOREVER

By Heather Camlot

By Anita Miettunen

It’s 1946. A poor Jewish neighbourhood in Montreal
where a few dollars equal a fortune, and no matter
where you go, you’ll find the best home cooking
anywhere on earth. It’s also a million miles away from
the posh mansions on the other side of town. But a
12-year-old boy can hope.

Big Blue Forever is inspired by the true story of how
a blue whale skeleton found on a remote beach in
PEI was shipped cross country and reassembled
for permanent display at the Beaty Biodiversity
Museum. This unique Canadian adventure story is
complemented with intriguing facts about blue whales
and their environment, and the fascinating process
that museums go through to uncover, prepare and
reassemble skeletons for display and study.

Just across town something incredible is happening.
Jackie Robinson is playing for the Montreal Royals.
And he’s going to change the world. If Jackie can do
it, then so too can a poor Jewish kid from The Plateau.
Heather Camlot is an editor and translator who
has written for The Globe and Mail, The New York
Times, and Canadian Living, among others. She lives
in Toronto.
EAN:
9780889955486
PRICE: $12.95
TRIM: 5.25" x 7.5"
FORMAT: paperback
PAGES: 208

Anita Miettunen is a writer and illustrator who loves
exploring the natural world. She has previously worked
for Environment Canada and currently coordinates a
program supporting early-career research scientists
addressing pressing biodiversity issues across Canada.
EAN:
9780889955424
PRICE: $24.95
TRIM: 10" x 9"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 76
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DARK MATTERS

EAT THIS!

NATURE’S REACTION TO LIGHT POLLUTION

HOW FAST FOOD MARKETING GETS YOU TO BUY JUNK
(AND HOW YOU CAN FIGHT BACK)

By Joan Marie Galat

By Andrea Curtis
Eat This! examines how fast food marketing gets you to buy
junk and how you can fight back. It shows how marketers
embed sales pitches in media to lure consumers to foods
that can negatively impact the health of children. The
author explains what advertising is, discusses product
placement and other tools used to sell products. Curtis
provides careful insights into the fast food industry
and ways in which young people can push back.
Andrea Curtis is an award-winning author whose work
includes the acclaimed What’s for Lunch and The Stop:
How the Fight for Good Transformed a Community, coauthored with Nick Saul, which was a #1 National
Bestseller. She lives in Toronto.
EAN:
9780889955325
PRICE: $16.95
TRIM: 9" x 10"
FORMAT: paperback
PAGES: 40
14
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Told through the eyes of 13-year-old Joan, Dark
Matters introduces young readers to the fragile
wonders that thrive below our increasingly threatened
night-time skies. This book is packed with fascinating
and unexpected facts and illustrations about how
plants and animals react to light pollution, and comes
up with tips and suggestions on how young people can
help protect our important night-time environments.
Because, dark really matters.
Joan Marie Galat is an award-winning author whose
publications include The Discovery of Longitude,
the Dot to Dot in the Sky series and Day Trips From
Edmonton. She lives in Edmonton.
EAN:
9780889955158
PRICE: $19.95
TRIM: 8" x 10"
FORMAT: hardcover
PAGES: 72
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SONG ON THE WIND
By Caroline Everson
Illustrated by Anne Marie Bourgeois
This poetic story has universal appeal and spans time
and distance with eloquent simplicity. In fourteen
gentle stanzas, sleepy-eyed children throughout
history draw comfort from bedtime tales and tender
lullabies. Here, their innate curiosity about the world
around them is satisfied by timeless music that drifts
through centuries on the wind. Loving parents sing of
white polar bears, northern lights, sea creatures, and
woodland animals that dance under the stars and visit
each child on the edge of sleep. Evocative rhyming text
and vivid images will call little ones back time and
again to hear the song that drifts into their own special
dreams and links them to past and future generations.
Caroline Everson was born in England, moved to
Canada when she was three, and now lives in Port
Hope, Ontario, with her husband, their cat, and the
last of their three children to leave home. She has a
BA in Geography. Caroline has great memories of
camping when their children were young, sitting
around a campfire telling stories and gazing up at the
stars. Her first writing success came in Grade 5 when

her poem about spring was posted on Mrs. Berry’s
classroom door. Song on the Wind is Caroline’s first
picture book.
Anne Marie Bourgeois creates narrative art where
colourful images and characters take on lives of their
own. Of indigenous ancestry that includes Huron,
Migmag, and Algonquin connections, she is also a
direct descendent of the Choctaw chief Pushmataha.
She is inspired by her aboriginal history, and her work
reflects a strong spiritual link to the natural world.
Anne Marie is an art therapist with thirty plus years’
experience working with children who suffer from
abuse, trauma, and bereavement.
9781927083307
EAN:
PRICE: $18.95
TRIM: 11.25" x 8.75"
FORMAT: Hardcover
PAGES: 32
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195 Allstate Parkway
Markham, Ontario L3R 4T8
Toronto/GTA: 905-477-9700
Toll Free: 1-800-387-9776
www.fitzhenry.ca
Company Inquires: godwit@fitzhenry.ca
Customer Service & Placing Orders: bookinfo@fitzhenry.ca
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